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Company: Regal Cream Products Pty Ltd

Location: Australia

Category: other-general

Bulla Dairy Foods is 100% Australian owned and operated and has been proudly making dairy

products in country Australia for six generations. We are one of Australia's oldest family-

owned dairy companies and believe in our brand, our people and take pride in crafting dairy

products for the world. 

We currently have exciting opportunities for Full Time Machine Operator’s to join our

operations team. Reporting into the Team Lead, you will be responsible for providing,

supporting and effectively operating plant equipment across different departments at our

manufacturing sites in Colac. 

Please note, a pre-employment medical including a drug & alcohol screen will be required as

part of the recruitment process, following successful interview. 

Hours (rotating roster): 

Successful applicants will be required to work on a rotating roster across multiple days and

shift times including. 

Morning 6am-2pm Afternoon 2pm-10pm Overnight 10pm-6am 

Pay: 

Rates from $32 per hour Additional penalty rates and allowances including 15% loading for

afternoon shift and 30% for night shift apply! 

Your responsibilities will include: 

Operate and control process machinery which may include several pieces of equipment that

are manually, semi automatically, or automatically controlled Organise the work of a small team

to meet production requirements which include machine set up and the operation of relevant
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workstation Maintain the supply of product and packaging materials to ensure continuity of

operations, including liaison with logistics for this purpose Package and palletise products to

the required specifications Collect and identify samples Maintain documentation pertinent to

the work area Undertake training appropriate to the role and provide basic training to other

individuals where required Promote Safety, Quality and Process within the business.

Participate in continuous improvement activities as required. Ability to work effectively either

individually or in a team environment under routine supervision 

You will have: 

Strong communication and problem-solving skills Ability to comply with all standards in relation

to Occupational Health & Safety Regulations, Hygiene, Quality Assurance and Conduct

Ability to identify faults or hazards, and initiate corrective actions Reliable & hard-working

Working in a team environment 

What we can offer you: 

A great cultural environment in a proud, Australian family-owned business A variety of

benefits including, delicious take-home product and free on-site parking at all our sites This is a

rare and exciting opportunity within a reputable family business. With great opportunities for

personal growth and development, you'll contribute to the success of this iconic household

brand with a long history and bright future. 

If this sounds like you, please apply now to join the Bulla family. 
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